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ABSTRACT - North East India is well known for its cultural diversity, it is a quite peaceful parts 

of India .Northeast is collectively eight states while people mark it as seven sisters and one 

brother, earlier the region was invisible .It has a very rich amount of culture of diverse ethnic 

tribes .It is a new literary region for Indian writing in English. Literature produce in NE bears 

unique features .The writers from Assam,Meghalaya,Nagaland,Manipur,Mizoram,Arunachal 

Pradesh, Tripura come under NE literature as a whole .It is a very recent development in 

literature. In this regard, folktales are very influential of its kind, which orally transits from 

generation to generations. In Assam, mostly children heard folktales from their grandmothers, it 

is a very lovely common phase of childhood in Assamese society .People hardly get any child 

whoever not familiar with Tejimola story .I have taken Tejimola, its title character as 

marginalized though it is written in the Assamese language to create a better idea in the 

mindsets of readers on Northeast literature . 
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The writings from Northeast India are firmly anchored to the local ethos and hence they provide 

a fresh perspective on the cultural, social and other issues pertaining the lives of diverse 

communities and tribes residing in the region .North East literature is the new addition to Indian 

writing in English, it includes Assamese Literature,Bodo Literature,Khasi Literature,Mizo 

Literature and so on .It is a fresh area to explore its resources, its ethnicities, its oral literary 

deposits .North East is a land of colorful cultures, heaven of  beautiful ethnic tribes . 

Folktales are integral part of the culture of each community .A folktale is created out of the 

community’s experience whether individual or collective and is shaped by the written or 

unwritten rules and norms of that society .A community treasures its values,beliefs,moral and 

ethical bindings are age old experiences in the folktales that are told and repeated in every 

household .The word ‘folk’ does mean common people, public .It inserts all sections of society 

.In literature, it  covers narrow ideas as compared to the folk society. Thus a tale is community 

legacy, living a million lives through every retelling and every imaginative recreation of the 

child .In Assamese society, people use word “Xadhu”,it stands for the English words 

myth,fable,tales,legend etc .Tejimola is such a tale that has acquired a cult status over time in the 

Assamese consciousness . 

Every culture has treasured second hand fairytales that has been whispered down generations, 

and the Cinderella style struggle story that has prominent part in Assamese story telling. 

Tejimola was published in 1911 by renowned Assamese writer, poet Lakshminath Bezbarua 

under his collection of short stories entitled “Burhi Air Xadhu” .He was one of the literary pillar 

of the Jonaki era, the age of romanticism in Assamese literature .He was one of the trio of 

Assamese romantic age, both Lakshminath and Chandrakumar Agarwalla depicted folksongs 

through their pieces of writing. 

Lakshminath,started his literary career with a farce , “Litikai” serialized from the first issue of 

Jonaki magazine .He collected and compiled folk tales of Assam(Xadhukotha)and added on his 

own literary work .He dominated Assamese literary scene for the half of the century. He was a 

product of the Bengal renaissance and the romantic idealism of the Western world in the real 

sense of the term. 

Tejimola is very close to heart, it depicts the suffering of a beautiful young girl (Tejimola), the 

story is captured the imagination of many creative type, the main premise of the the story is that 
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of struggle. This poignant, heart-rending tale is centered on Tejimola, a young girl who is 

brutally tortured by her stepmother. She is reborn in many form of nature, and finds nirvana. 

Tejimola has been interpreted in various forms by various Assamese artists .Assam’s popular 

rock star Joi Barua has recently worked on this .He released his soulful music of Tejimola in 

2011 as a part of his debut album entitled ‘Joi looking out of window’, and  lyrics by Ibson Lal 

Baruah in Assamese- 

“Teje teje, ronga ronga 

Dixe dixe, dhuwaa dhuwaa 

Ghore ghore, huwa duwa 

Dexe dexe, bivixika 

Biringise eti hahi, umola ghor xaji xaji 

Ki jane taai, ki solona 

Nisine taai, bivixika 

Tejimola tumi hahi thaka…” 

 

Once upon a time, there lived a merchant who had a lovely daughter called Tejimola .The 

merchant lost his wife, and the little girl was therefore raised by her stepmother .To please her 

husband, the step-mother would pretend to love Tejimola, but deep inside she burned with 

jealousy of the girl’s beauty, intelligence and the obvious love father had for her. The evil 

stepmother abused Tejimola at every given opportunity .She would slap and scold the girl for 

smallest of things, deprived her of food and make her perform the most tedious of the tasks 

.Even step-mother tries to kill her while father (merchant) is away .Tejimola survives to assume 

a different (non-human) forms and eventually success in making her father aware of her wife’s 

atrocities .Tejimola returns to human form and her stepmother is driven out of home. 

Crucial understanding, the main story line is “marginalized”;the people who are marginalized are 

outside the existing system, and those who are insignificant .This limits their opportunities and 
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means for survival .Marginalization is a multidimensional,multicausal,historical phenomenon 

.The literature of Marginality deals with deprived classes of the world . The nature of 

marginalization varies in different settings.Tejimola’s life is comparison as per marginal line. 

Tejimola is portrayed to be innocent: she does not retaliate, even when she is brutalized and 

torture is unpleasant till death .It is primordial Nature, carrying her metamorphosed soul in a 

beautiful bountiful form that narrates her story in a lyrical note, the various forms of trees that 

she gets changed into, always identify as Tejimola, and that is how she reaches the right hands. 

At the spot where she had buried, Tejimola stood a giant creeper of ripe, as the old lady has 

reached, a soft sad voice sang out:- 

“Hato nemelibi lawo nisignibi kore mogonia toi, pat kaporor logote mahi‘aai khundile 

Tejimolahe moi” (Don’t stretch out your hands or pluck my fruit oh beggar woman. My name is 

Tejimola and my step-mother buried me here, all dressed up in Assamese finery.)The stepmother 

cut it later on. 

A few weeks later, a group of travelling gypsies knocked on the door .They greeted the 

stepmother and told her they were admiring her blooming plum tree from afar and requested the 

permission to pluck some flower and fruit .Just they were about to pluck the very first plum, the 

tree began to weep and sing in a soulful voice “please don’t pluck me.Tejimola is my name. My 

evil stepmother murdered me, and how I am tree with plums.” 

The stepmother then threw the remaining of the tree into the river. Her husband was coming in 

the next day .Tejimola was very excited to see him after all this time .As he looked out to the 

waves of the rolling river, he spotted the most beautiful lotus he had never seen in his life .As his 

fingers touched the very first petal the lotus sang out in grief “please don’t pluck my father, this 

is I, your Tejimola .Your evil wife murdered me and now I am a lotus”. The merchant turned to 

the dove in the cage which one he has brought from the river, said “If you are really Tejimola, 

turn into your human form and come out of the cage.” The dove flew out and morphed into the 

beautiful Tejimola .Literally, Tejimola suffers many difficulties but at last, she could make 

herself free from the victim of oppression by stepmother. 

Tejimola,the story also produce in filmy way through film “Kothanodi” .It is a collection of four 

stories of Lakhsminath Bezbaruah,all the stories are leading in a flaw .Assamese actors Jerifa 
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Wahid,Sima Biswas,Kapil Borah,Asha Bordoloi,Urmila Mahanta,Jayanta Das and so on .Among 

them Jerifa Wahid tries to portray the character of unstable stepmother of Tejimola .Audience’s 

heart may arise  hatred towards Jerifa Wahid but as a romantic actor of Assamese film industry 

she acts in a very dominant way that one must admit her quality of leading a tough character . 

After watching, people draw a picture of Tejimola, the portrayal of Tejimola might have touched 

everyone .Audience sadden while Tejimola cries in the movie .The story reminds other Tejimola 

like girls those who are suffering in the hands of stepmothers, and those who are deprived of own 

mother, those who are not privileged .It is a tragic story what I personally feel. 

To see comparatively with Tejimola,Cinderella is a folk tale, does not have a  particular author, 

folk tales are collected by writers and penned it down since ages .The title character is a young 

woman living in  unfortunate circumstances, that are changed to remarkable fortunes . Although 

the story’s title and the main character’s name change in different languages, in English-

language folklore Cinderella is an archetypal name .The word Cinderella has come to mean one 

whose attributes were unrecognized: one who unexpectedly achieves recognition and success 

after a period of neglect. 

Cinderella is a beautiful young daughter of a wealthy widower, a girl of unparalleled kindness, 

she is a girl in servitude .Her father marries a haughty woman as his second wife .She has two 

daughters, who are equally vain and selfish. The girl forced into servitude by the stepmother, 

poor Cinderella had to work her for all day long, she wake up each morning when it was still 

dark. Cinderella bears the abuse patiently and does not tell her father. One day, the Prince invites 

all the young ladies in the land to a royal ball, planning to choose a wife .But Cinderella’s two 

stepsisters has betrayed and told that maids are not invited to the Royal ball. Through the story, 

readers may assume the role of villain for the wicked stepmother, who tortured the little maiden 

Cinderella unconditionally .She is victimized by own stepmother. These tales are based on 

parent-child conflict .Though the languages of Tejimola and Cinderella are not same but flaw of 

the story how the title characters suffer in the hands of stepmother are quite eye catching. 

Cinderella cries. Her fairy Godmother magically appears and immediately begins to transform 

her from house servant to the young lady. At the ball, the entire court is entranced by Cinderella, 

especially the Prince. Thus destiny wins over her. 
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If get back to the Northeast stories then some similarities will find in Mizo tale Thailungi, it 

depicts a very unkind stepmother who barters Thailungi with a ball of iron because she has no 

money. Her brother comes home, and asks for elder sister and he knows the incident is true. At 

the end, he finds her at the forest and they have made it as reunion. 

Thailungi is a girl who always passes her times by sitting under the loom wherever her mother 

works .The young helpless Thailungi suffers due to the hegemony of stepmother .The tale 

articulate the dominating presence, oppression, exploitation of inhuman stepmother .It focuses 

upon a little girl, her stepmother wanted to sell her to the traders from the Pawih community, the 

stepmother enforces her to do risky tasks though her life in danger. The tale reflects the ill 

treatment of the stepmother to Thalungi.From the above discussions it is crystal clear that the 

children are fighting for their survival and much similarities among the stories if one 

accumulates these wherever the stepmothers are portraying like devil. 

 

These stories have showed some realistic pictures of our society, how stepdaughters don’t get 

love, affectation in the absence of own mother, how their lives get miserable .Most of the stories 

cover jealousy and revengeful attitude of stepmothers,Tejimola story is one of that  kind .At the 

very first,Tejimola’s character has convicted under own stepmother’s judgment .In the absence 

of her father she is physically tortured and murdered at last .Tejimola is the only daughter of 

family, her father loves her the most .Her beauty and flower like attraction has burnt stepmother 

a lot .So her stepmother put her to last rite. But she takes different forms that make her immortal 

and that make her alive as a splendid creation of Assamese writer Lakshminath. 

The suffering of an innocent young woman at the hands of a devil like figure wins sympathy of 

readers. ‘Tejimola’ remains one of the most popular tales of Axamiya(Assamese) society .No 

other characters like Tejimola could build up a strong image in front of readers .In Assamese 

society, majority of children have better ideas on Tejimola,either they get it through own 

readings or heard orally .Disturbance of Tejimola shows complete death of humanity .There is 

not any space to live with own kith and kin harmoniously .In reality, people may witness persons 

who face same challenges, and whoever try to cope themselves with trauma . 
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In conclusion, the main theme of Bezbaruah’s Tejimola is based on marginalization, what 

readers has been getting .Tejimola in the tale is marginalized one in the hands stepmother, she is 

under control of own stepmother, repeatedly has been humiliated, character has similarities with 

Cinderella’s kind of life. The results of this study provide that the situations of survival of the 

character Tejimola quite eye catching; she struggled every moment to get better peaceful life 

though lost her mother in early age and had been deprived of love and affection of her 

stepmother. She developed gradually her strong will power to alive, so came in different forms 

of existence. 
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